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I'm Travelling Alone by Samuel Bjork - Penguin Books Australia
Looking for some Scandi-Crime? From Im Travelling Alone inside cover:. A six-year-old girl is found dead, hanging from a tree, the only clue the
Oslo Police have to work with is an airline tag around her neck.

Holger Munch, veteran police investigator, is immediately charged with reassembling his homicide unit. But to complete the team, he must convince
his erstwhile partner, Mia Kruger — a brilliant but troubled investigator — to return from the solitary island to which she has retreated with plans
to take her own life.



Instinctively, she knows that this is only the beginning. To save the other children from the same fate, she must find a way to cast aside her own
demons and confront the most terrifying, cold-hearted serial killer of her career…. It opens with the murder of the first girl, with little to go on,
Munch, described by his friends as clever and nerdy, realises he needs Mia at his side Im Travelling Alone crack this case. In the early chapters,
we see Mia Kruger on a deserted island, numbing her pain with drugs and drink, preparing to end her life.

By the time the old team was reassembled, I felt like I already knew Mia and Munch, which allowed me to keep up with this complex Im
Travelling Alone as their thoughts and actions fitted their personalities perfectly, making the plot more believable. To Mia, Im Travelling Alone case
is personal and each case leaves its mark:. They reached right inside her soul, as if it was her own story, as if she were the victim.

Munch and Mia make a very good detective team, in fact, I liked the whole team and think they gelled together extremely well. What makes this
book all the more intriguing were the sub-plots running alongside the main story, building a complex picture of events that came together smoothly
to make for a gripping and suspenseful read.

Bjork was constantly upping the ante, Im Travelling Alone serial killer with a changing MO, twists and turns galore, causing the tension to increase
with each chapter. The dark atmosphere throughout this book was fantastic and made this a compelling read, drawing you in to the mind of not
only the villains but the detectives too.

Blogging about books and Im Travelling Alone bookish ramblings View all posts by Janel Keeper of Pages. Like Liked by 1 person. Might have
to pass on Im Travelling Alone one. I can cope with adults being killed but not children. Totally understandable. I think when the kids are the
victims or the killers it always make the book harder to read.

Like Like. Excellent review! This book sounds awesome! Awe man, that cracked me up! This book sounds like it has everything that I love in a
story like this. Oh wow, your comment has made my day. Thank you so much for your kind and thoughtful words!

I hope you do get a chance to read this book and you enjoy it as much as I did! Great review! I Im Travelling Alone this just last week! O Mia is
amazing, she really made the book so enjoyable for me! You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google
account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via
email. Notify me of new posts via email.

Im Travelling Alone to content Looking for some Scandi-Crime? From Im Travelling Alone inside cover: A six-year-old girl is found dead, hanging
from a tree, the only Im Travelling Alone the Oslo Police have Im Travelling Alone work with is an airline tag around her neck.

Like this: Like Loading Published by Janel Keeper of Pages. We need t shirts lol Like Liked by 1 person. I think when the kids are the victims or
the killers it always make the book harder to read Like Like. Hahahahahahaha Tempting… Like Liked by 1 person. Great pic! The date is so far
away!

Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made
public. Name required. Post to Cancel. Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

Book Review: I’m Travelling Alone by Samuel Bjork – Keeper of Pages
Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Want to Read saving…. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Other editions.
Enlarge cover. Error rating book.

Refresh and try again. Open Preview See a Problem? Details if other :. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Return to Book Page. From a
bold Im Travelling Alone voice in international crime fiction, a chilling debut in which Im Travelling Alone detectives must hunt down a vengeful
killer--and uncover the secret that ties each of them to the crime A six-year-old girl is found in the Norwegian countryside, hanging lifeless from a
tree with a jump rope around her neck.

She is dressed in strange doll's clothes. Around her neck is an ai From a bold new voice in international crime fiction, a chilling debut in which two
detectives must hunt down a vengeful killer--and uncover the secret that ties each of them to the crime A six-year-old girl Im Travelling Alone
found in the Norwegian countryside, hanging lifeless from a tree with a jump rope around her neck. Around her neck is an airline tag that says "I'm
traveling alone.

When Mia views a photograph of the crime scene and spots the number "1" carved into the dead girl's fingernail, she knows this is only the
beginning. Im Travelling Alone soon discover that Im Travelling Alone years earlier, an infant girl was abducted from a nearby maternity ward. The
baby was never found. Could this new killer have something to do with the missing child, or with the reclusive Christian sect hidden in the nearby
woods?

Mia returns to duty to track down a revenge-driven and ruthlessly intelligent killer. But when Munch's own six-year-old granddaughter goes
missing, Mia realizes Im Travelling Alone the killer's sinister game is personal, and I'm Traveling Alone races Im Travelling Alone an explosive--and
shocking--conclusion.

Get A Copy. Hardcoverpages. Published February 23rd by Viking first published More Details Original Title. Holger Munch. Oslo Norway.

Other Editions Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask Im Travelling Alone readers questions about
I'm Traveling Aloneplease sign up. Am I the only one who finds the final scene SO cheesy and predictable? Cliff This answer contains spoilers…
view spoiler [ The ending showed signs of being rushed - as I say in my review it is almost as if the author got fed up or tired and decided to wrap



up his efforst a …more The ending showed signs of being rushed - as I say in my review it is almost as if the author got fed up or tired Im
Travelling Alone decided to wrap up his efforst as soon as he could.

The ending concerning the priest and his acolyte was very bad. We needed to know more about the effects oif what happened on the rest of the
community. I had the feeling that the author included too much with the various threads he introduced Im Travelling Alone, again, had to wrap
these up in a hurry less hide spoiler ].

This question contains spoilers… view spoiler [I'm a bit confused on 2 things did I miss something - How did know where to find the safe house?
Why was she in the infertility support group? Was it a solely a set up by the author for the subsequent murders? Siti They knew the area where
Mia and Marion Im Travelling Alone from the GPS coordinates from the video by Sarah's husband where he made the underground room and
preten …more They knew the area where Mia and Marion were from the GPS coordinates from the video by Sarah's husband where he made the
underground room and pretended to be scared made that was supposed to throw off the police and into a trap the house was rigged with
explosives.

It just so happened that this house was a few doors down from the house Mia and Marion were captive because Karen wanted to hear the
explosion go off. But Marion escaped just Im Travelling Alone time to be spotted by a person nearby and then the police Holger got a call from
Ludvig saying it was the wrong house and it was a few doors down the road. Im Travelling Alone am also a bit confused about the first
kidnapping, I'm not sure Karen's intention of taking that baby and how the baby died!

I think she went to the infertility support group to look for someone to manipulate Malin so she can get her way: to con people for money, inspire
her to kidnap other girls since her baby died, etc.

See all 6 questions about I'm Traveling Alone…. Lists with This Book. Community Reviews. Showing Average rating 4. Rating details. Im
Travelling Alone filters. Sort order. Feb 23, Crumb rated it it was amazing.

A First-Class Thriller! This was unexpected. A complete surprise. Oh how wrong was I! I am forever grateful to thee. If you like books full of
daisies and unicorns, this book is NOT for you. However, if you like slow-burning, dark, grisly thrillers, than you Im Travelling Alone to buy this
book ASAP. I was pretty confused.

However, the reward for sticking with this book, is too great to pass on. Everything came together in a way that was completely unexpected. It's
better to just go in without knowing too many details. View all 70 comments. Recommended to Paula by: Mary. Shelves: scandi-
nordiccrimesuspense-thrillermysterye-bookIm Travelling Alonebarry-award-nomineeread-inpublished Holger Munch, head of the recently re-
established Oslo special crime unit, travels to a remote island in Northern Norway to find his former partner and his best detective, Mia Kruger.

He shows her the case file of a gruesome killing of a 6 year old girl and convinces Im Travelling Alone reluctantly to join him in tracking down the
killer. A dark, violent thriller with many plot lines, the book is smart with many likable characters. Holger and Mia are a great team.

Both have other issues going on which adds to multiple plot twists. Gabriel Mork, computer Im Travelling Alone and hacker, is hired and brings a
fresh face to the crime scene. There is a lot going on in this book with plenty of details which is my kind of thriller. Interesting is that the author,
Samuel Bjork, is a pen name. The novel is the first in a new series.

This is definitely one of the better Scandi Nordic series out there and I am looking forward to continuing on. View all 34 comments. A little
disappointment. The idea of a two-strong team investigating is a pattern which authors often emply. One is experienced, with some problems, the
other Im Travelling Alone young, with Im Travelling Alone past Im Travelling Alone some exceptional gifts. I accept such presentation, however,
not all books deliver. The description of Im Travelling Alone series was entincing and I wanted to start with Book Im Travelling Alone, unfortunatel
A little disappointment.

The description of the series was entincing and I wanted to start Im Travelling Alone Book 1, unfortunately, I was tempeted to buy Book 2 as well
at the same time, in consequence, I have another offering by Mr Bjork to read. I hope it will turn out much more engaging. View all 22 comments.
Hallelujah, the streak is over.

Set in Norway, the story follows the members of a special police unit that was disbanded after their last case went horribly wrong. But when
someone starts snatching 6 year old Im Travelling Alone, the powers that be quickly realize their best hope lies in reassembling the group of elite
investigators. The author has invested just as much time breathing life into the protagonists as he has in creating a scary, complex mystery. It begins
with several seemingly unconnected story lines unfolding.

The last pages will have you flipping the pages as all the pieces click into place for a literal race to the finish. Just as an aside, kudos to the
translator. View all 14 comments. I love Scandinavian crime fiction, so I was hoping this one would be a winner. Unfortunately, I probably hyped
myself up a bit for it because it was just ok. The novel focuses on police officers Mia Kruger and Holger Munch who are reunited to find a killer
targeting little girls.

Mia has an interesting past and is struggling with an addiction to alcohol and pills.

I'm Travelling Alone (Holger Munch & Mia Kruger, book 1) by Samuel Bjørk
Look Inside. Feb 23, Minutes Buy. Could this killer have something to do with a missing child, abducted six years ago and never found, or with
the reclusive religious community hidden in the nearby woods? Im Travelling Alone returns to duty to track down a revenge-driven and ruthlessly
intelligent killer. Nordic noir at its delicious best.



When you buy a book, we donate a book. Sign in. Read Im Travelling Alone Excerpt. Mar 14, ISBN Add to Cart. Also available from:. Feb 23,
ISBN Available from:. Audiobook Download. Paperback —. Also by Samuel Bjork. Product Details. Inspired by Your Browsing History. Justice
for Bonnie. Schecter and Karen Foster. Only to Sleep. Im Travelling Alone Osborne. The Substitution Order. Martin Clark. The Good Son. You-
Jeong Jeong. The Ghosts of Belfast. Stuart Neville. Lost You. Haylen Beck. The Last Thing He Wanted.

The Double Bind. Chris Bohjalian. Girl with the Dragon Tattoo Trilogy Bundle. Stieg Larsson. How Quickly She Disappears. Raymond
Fleischmann. The Death and Life of Bobby Z. Petra Hammesfahr. Malin Persson Giolito.

Seven Lies. Elizabeth Kay. Winter Grave. Helene Tursten. Death Trap. John D. After the Fire. Henning Mankell. Guilty Not Guilty.

Felix Francis. The Emperor of Ocean Park. Stephen L. Peter Heller. A Flash of Green. Await Your Reply. Friday on My Mind. Nicci French.
The Devil All the Time.

Donald Ray Im Travelling Alone. True Story. Kate Reed Petty. The Scholar. Dervla McTiernan. Photo Im Travelling Alone. Sara Paretsky. Fall of
Man in Wilmslow. David Lagercrantz. California Fire and Life. The Nightmare. The Godfather Returns. Mark Winegardner. Related Articles.
Looking for More Great Im Travelling Alone Download Hi Res. LitFlash The eBooks you want at the lowest prices.

Read it Forward Read it first. Pass it on! Stay in Touch Sign up. We are experiencing technical difficulties. Please try again later. Become a
Member Start earning points for buying books!
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